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Message from Outgoing Board Chair,

Message from Executive Director,

Candace Chambliss

Gina B. Womack

I first came to know of FFLIC about a week after I relocated to
New Orleans. I was a recent law school graduate and my first
position was that of attorney on behalf of incarcerated youth in
Louisiana. In many ways, I was overwhelmed by the magnitude
of work—stories of youth abused in prison, mishandled legal
cases, and parents who were angry, sad and desperate for help as their child delved
further into the court system. Fortunately, the organization for which I worked had close
ties to FFLIC. At any time, I could call Executive Director, Gina Womack, or even walk into
her office—a space cluttered with photos of her children and everyone else’s children
as well. I could ask Gina how best to aide a parent whose child had become entrenched
in the legal system, and every time, Gina took that parent’s information and had a fellow
FFLIC member reach out to lend support and access to information and resources.

On September 8, 2001 Families and Friends of Louisiana’s
Incarcerated Children (FFLIC) held its inaugural event: The Mock
Jazz Funeral to mourn the dead and dying dreams of Louisiana’s
children.

Soon the process was formalized. When attorneys and advocates took on a new client,
that child’s parental information automatically went to FFLIC for contact and follow-up.
Our organization was very successful at meeting the legal needs of the child, but we did
little for families or communities as a whole. FFLIC was able to fill that gap, empowering
parents across Louisiana. Therefore FFLIC was and remains critical in healing and
supporting marginalized communities.

What a proud and defining moment; I don’t think anyone realized that FFLIC would
become a catalyst for passing ACT 1225, the Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2003.
With four chapters across the state, FFLIC has advocated and supported over a 1,000
families and held countless meetings to educate stakeholders and policy makers to pass
legislation that would benefit our families and children.

As I transitioned from young attorney, to mother and later to board chairperson of
FFLIC, a position that I feel honored to have served in the past 6 years. I watched FFLIC
grow and transition from an organization that assisted families of children involved in
the legal system to an organization that sought to prevent children’s involvement in the
legal system, the ultimate desire of all communities and families. FFLIC has been at the
forefront of addressing the school-to-prison pipeline in Louisiana and their success is
evident in the number of schools who have changed their policies to retain students
rather than push them out into the streets. As I prepare to resign from my seat as Board
Chair, I must stress the importance of continuing to support this organization that has
remained dedicated to transforming the lives of families and children.
With Respect and Gratitude,

Developed by the members of our parent support group to
shed light on the notorious Tallulah Correctional Center for
Youth, parents advocated for the closing of Tallulah alongside our parent organization:
the Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana. Our parents decided to no longer remain silent;
instead we endeavored to speak loudly and often of Louisiana’s state sanctioned abuse
of their children. We yearned to shout out loud and clear that we are NOT bad parents,
and these are NOT throw-away children!

Since our inception we have increased our focus beyond a punitive criminal justice
system to reforms that prevent the entrance to juvenile incarceration and have realized
the passing of Act 136 and Act 248, solutions to keeping our children in school and out of
the juvenile prison system.
I am so grateful to have the opportunity to work with so many extraordinary individuals
from our members, staff, and board, and I am thankful to the many individuals and
foundations who make our work possible. We look forward to your continued support
as we continue to organize our families to ensure that the Office of Juvenile Justice and
the State of Louisiana provides treatment and rehabilitation for children in their care and
reduce the number of youth incarcerated for non-violent offenses when they are better
served in their communities.
We will continue to advocate for children who are being pushed out of school through
unnecessary suspensions and expulsions for minor infractions. We know that empowering
parents to be involved in their children’s education can reduce the number of children
who are pushed out of school and into prison. When parents rise up and we ALL come
together to fight to change laws that are criminalizing children and demand quality
education for ALL children, we will close the achievement gaps and WE WILL stop the
School to Prison Pipeline.
With Love and Appreciation,

About Us
Our Mission
Families and Friends of Louisiana’s Incarcerated Children (FFLIC) is a
statewide parent-led, membership-based organization dedicated to
creating a better life for all of Louisiana’s youth, especially those who
are involved, or at risk of becoming involved in the juvenile justice
system. As mothers and fathers, grandparents, siblings, cousins, aunts,
uncles and allies we seek to use education, direct action organizing,
and peer advocacy to build strong, powerful families and communities and to fight for
justice for our children and ourselves. We have united to collectively demand that the
systems and institutions which are supposed to help our children grow and thrive fulfill
their mandate and cease being a force of oppression against our youth and our families.

Vision
From the street level to the state level, from our meeting rooms to the state capitol, we are
working to build a society based on the principles of racial justice, human rights, and full
participation through our tireless fight for justice for youth. For this reason, we seek to build
a truly democratic, multiracial organization whose membership reflects the communities
we come from. We believe that we are the “experts” on what our communities need and
that solidarity and collective action are our most powerful tools in our struggle for selfdetermination and justice for our children and families.

What We Believe
• We are the experts on what OUR kids and communities need
• That TOGETHER we can make a difference
• When children make mistakes; even bad ones, they should receive HELP and not be
locked behind prison bars
• That OPPRESSION of all kinds exists: Racism, Sexism, Classism, Ageism and
Homophobia and that we should work together to fight it. We do NOT judge one
another

What We Do
• Outreach to families who are affected by the juvenile prison and education systems
and provide support and advice to each other
• Help each other develop as leaders and provide racial healing for one another,
through learning about the oppressive system, the school to prison pipeline and the
prison industrial complex
• Tell our Policy Makers what WE need; fight for equity justice
• Go to meetings in our communities and tell the groups that are supposed to help us,
what WE need
• Make demands on the Office of Juvenile Justice and the Education Systems

Look what FFLIC has accomplished in our first 15 years...
1997

The Juvenile Justice Project
of Louisiana (JJPL) opens and
files lawsuits against Louisiana’s
juvenile prisons on behalf of the
2000 children suffering horrible
conditions behind bars.

2005-2006
2001

Sick and tired of the abuse, parents take
action as Families and Friends of Louisiana’s
Incarcerated Children (FFLIC) and organize
the Mock Jazz Funeral where they call for
the closure of the Tallulah Correctional
Center for Youth (TCCY) in Tallulah, LA.

1998-2000

Gina Womack (then JJPL Office Administrator) offers
support and help to scared, angry and determined
parents. The first meeting of “The Parents Group”
takes place in Baton Rouge, Louisiana for parents of
incarcerated children to support one another.

2014

FFLIC launches the People’s Data
Campaign (PDC). We help to
defeat SB 652: School to Prison
Pipeline bill and HB 541: Video
conferencing bill, and to pass
SCR 134 requiring the Board of
Secondary Education (BESE) to
report on suspensions and SR 174
to request BESE to adopt United
States Department of Education
(USDOE) Guiding Principles.
Ernest Johnson wins national
recognition as Gutsy Advocate for
Youth Award from the National
Juvenile Justice Network.
Youth member Rahsaan Ison
wins the National Sargent Shriver
Youth Warriors Against Poverty
Leadership Award from the
Marguerite Casey Foundation.

2004

Tallulah Correctional Center for
Youth closes! The last child is
removed on June 4, 2004!

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastate Louisiana leaving FFLIC
members displaced all over the country. FFLIC works to reunite
detained and improperly evacuated children with their families. FFLIC
raises over $100,000 for the Hurricane Relief Fund to assist our
members and families in surviving, reuniting, and returning home.

2007

FFLIC achieves 501(c)(3) status and successfully
organizes to close the Jetson Correctional Center
for Youth (JCCY), another brutal juvenile prison.
The "Youth Justice Act” passed signaling a renewed
commitment to reform. FFLIC gains a seat on the
Louisiana Public Defender Board (LPDB).

2003

Louisiana finally passes the Juvenile Justice Reform Act of 2003, also
known as "Act 1225," requiring schools to develop a model master plan
and mandating all schools to use Positive Behavioral Interventions and
Supports (PBIS) and other restorative justice practices.

2013

FFLIC launches our 50/2017 Campaign
— Building a Movement to Stop the
School to Prison Pipeline. We graduate
our first 10 leaders from our Leadership
Trajectory, and launch the New
Orleans Dignity in Schools Chapter
(DSC) to build more collaboration with
organizations doing school reform work.

2008
2010

2012

Suspensions are reduced by over 10,005 statewide
since 2010! FFLIC demands that the RSD develop
a list of non-suspendable infractions. We win
a co-chair seat on the New Orleans Juvenile
Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI). FFLIC
pushes JDAI to adopt policy changes, and for youth
to be a part of the OJJ Youth Welfare Board.

FFLIC helps pass
Act 136 requiring
that teachers
receive classroom
management training
on PBIS, Conflict
Resolution and
Restorative Justice
Practices.

2009

2011

FFLIC forces the Office of Juvenile Justice (OJJ) to update their Administrative Remedy Process (ARP)
and make forms available to all youth; partners with JJPL to force improvements of the Youth Study
Center (YSC) in New Orleans; trains over 100 parents in PBIS and helps three schools (Harney, L. B.
Landry, and Fannie C. Williams) begin parents groups.
Traveled to Washington, DC to conduct participatory community lead policy recommendations.
Results are a national resolution to end school push-outs; influence on the federal guidelines on school
climate; national model school discipline code; Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
re-authorization; and the My Brother’s Keeper initiative.

2015

FFLIC successfully lobbies
for a PBIS accountability
system, increased
participation on Local
Children Youth and Planning
Boards (CYPB), and a
reduction in the number of
suspension, expulsions and
school arrests for children in
Louisiana’s schools.

FFLIC trains over 60 parents in advocacy and
launches our official presence with a “Bringing the
Spirit Back to Tallulah!” block party. We help develop
a Reformed School Discipline Code and the Recovery
School District (RSD) awards FFLIC a $25,000
contract to train school personnel on the code.
FFLIC wins four awards: The Juvenile Justice Project
Advocate of the Year Award; the National Juvenile
Justice Network (NJJN) and Campaign for Youth
Justice (CFYJ) Organization of Distinction Award; the
Ms. Foundation Woman With a Vision Award; and the
2009 Effies Community Advocate Award.

FFLIC moves in a new office space in New Orleans and launches our new website.
FFLIC partners with Loyola University School of Mass Communication students to develop the “Let Kids be Kids” media
campaign to continue to shed light on how draconian policies not only rob our children of their childhood but set the
stage for possible future offenses that may leave our children with no other recourse but incarceration.

...imagine what we will do in 15 more!

Our Work
FFLIC's 50/2017 Campaign

Moving Forward

FFLIC is on the ground daily working against this trend of
pushing our children out of school and into prison.

Over the past three years we have organically developed “opportunity youth” leaders who
have been impacted by school pushout and zero tolerance policies. Our youth leaders
have completed our leadership training, allowing them to be present at tables such as
the National Dignity in Schools My Brother’s Keeper Initiative Youth Table, the National
Youth Alliance for Boys and Men of Color (NYABMOC), and YouthShift New Orleans where
decisions are being made about their lives.

In April 2013, FFLIC launched our 50/2017 Campaign: Building
a Movement to Stop the School to Prison Pipeline which is
dedicated to fighting the historical inequalities, concentrated
poverty, racial disparities in discipline, and segregated
education that is leading to school push-out. We want to
ensure that every child who enrolls in school graduates with a high school diploma and
lives up to their fullest potential instead of being ushered into the prison system. The
50/2017 Campaign utilizes the strategies of leadership development, organizing and
outreach, and advocacy to "derail the school to prison pipeline".
Our work is aimed at empowering, engaging, and educating parents, children, and
families. We are transforming them into leaders and advocates who can work with policy
makers and school officials to develop and implement: alternatives to harsh disciplinary
codes, school push out, and zero-tolerance policies; promote rehabilitative sentencing
approaches; and ensure incarcerated children have access to support and resources
needed to succeed in school and move out of poverty.

Programs/Services
• TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP:
We provide training for families,
youth, and community members
giving them the tools necessary
to successfully advocate for ALL
children and to develop campaigns
that will transform the oppressive
juvenile justice and education
systems.
• EDUCATION REFORM:
We help
parents navigate the education system before children are suspended from school
by ensuring due process and seeking alternatives to suspensions and expulsions.
• JUVENILE JUSTICE REFORM: We help parents navigate the juvenile justice system
before children are incarcerated by pushing for quality representation and/or
alternatives to detention ensuring children receive rehabilitative treatment and
necessary re-entry plans after incarceration.

In June 2016, our young men
began discussing a mentoring
project and formed the “Black Man
Rising Movement” (BMRM). As a
pilot project of FFLIC, BMRM is a
national campaign whose mission is
to encourage all people of color to
define, reach, and excel beyond their
own vision of success to become
stakeholders to their community by
providing Outreach, Mentorship, and
Resources. We are extremely proud
of the growth of our youth leaders and we will continue to support them as they move
forward to great success.
In August 2016, FFLIC signed a Memorandum of Understanding to work with New Orleans
College Prep Charter Schools to reduce the reliance on all forms of exclusionary discipline
and to replace them with best practices that support students, teachers and all members
of the school community in creating safe and engaging classroom environments. We are
excited about this opportunity to collaborate with schools and parents. Implementing
and reinforcing positive behavioral interventions and supports (PBIS) and restorative
justice (RJ) practices.
On September 18, 2016, FFLIC will host its Annual Membership meeting in New Orleans,
Louisiana. Our members from each of our 4 chapters (Lafayette, Lake Charles, New
Orleans, and Shreveport) will join us to begin laying the ground work for 2017 campaigns
and strategies needed in our communities to change the climate and policies in the state
of Louisiana from ones that oppresses our youth to ones that uplift and provide equity
and justice for our children and families. We will assess where we are and determine
what work will need to be continued or adjusted to maintain reform victories and
address systemic and policy issues that remain unchanged. We will continue to meet
and strategize over the remainder of the year to develop more concrete plans for 2017
and beyond.

Our Leaders and Families
Since we are the experts on our own experience, we must be the ones to lead the struggle
to make sure ALL our children and families get justice.
It is because of this that our “self-identified” members engage in FFLIC’s “Leadership
Trajectory Training”. During the training, members learn more about the legal system and
how to be a successful advocate for parents and families. They study laws and bills, meet
others who have had interactions with the juvenile justice system, and learn techniques
for effectively communicating with youth, families, lawyers, judges, and politicians.

Testimonial from Ms. Avis Brock, FFLIC Co-Founder and Family Member
At an early age I was taught that whatsoever you do when helping others, is to make sure
all is done to the glory of God. As a co-founder of Families and Friends of Louisiana’s
Incarcerated Children (FFLIC), never in my wildest dreams did I ever imagine that an
informal group of parents and allies joined around a common goal in 2001 would bring us
to the point in history where we are today. Fifteen years later, FFLIC is still here advocating
for youth and families after achieving the hard fought mission of successfully closing
the country’s most notorious juvenile detention facility – Tallulah Correctional Center for
Youth.
I am so proud to say that from the past to the present, FFLIC has continued to provide me
an opportunity where I can improve my community organizing, leadership development,
and advocacy skills. Since the closure of Tallulah, we have been able to see some other
positive benefits that are carried on still today; such as Positive Behavioral Supports and
Boards designed to protect the well-being of children whether incarcerated or not. All I
can say is, TO GOD BE THE GLORY FOR THE MARVELOUS THINGS HE HAS DONE. May
FFLIC’s success in supporting families and children continue another 15 years and beyond.

Testimonial from Ms. Charmaine Washington, FFLIC Leader and Family Member
I've been a part of this organization for nearly 10 years. My son was a causality of the
school to prison pipeline. After nearly seven years of feeling helpless and beaten down
by the system I was introduced to FFLIC.
That introduction allowed me to join with people who knew just what my struggle had
been. I became empowered to deal with the system. I suddenly had a platform to share
my experiences and air my grievances with the Louisiana Juvenile Justice Implementation
Commission (JJIC) board that were the watch dogs of the juvenile justice system.
2013 FFLIC Leaders pictured are: Ms. Valencia Thomas, Mr. Eugene Dean,
Ms. Jackie Smith, Mr. Wayne Scott, Mr. A.C. Haynes, Ms. Lillian Tillman,
Ms. Shana Sears, Ms. Lynette Adams, Ms. Verna Carr, Ms. Shante Lockett.
2014 FFLIC Leaders not pictured are: Sonia Coleman, Roshanda Williams,
Gladys Kindred, Barbara Palmer, Bridgette Musgrove

FFLIC helped me fight for my son while he was in the juvenile system and was there to
pick me and my family up and help us carry on when he was murdered. I am working
with FFLIC to complete FFLIC’s leadership trajectory training and I have been an active
member helping FFLIC to grow its membership by performing outreach and hosting
fundraisers such as FFLIC’s “Red & Black Affair – A Party with a Purpose” to bring folks
from the community together to celebrate FFLIC’s work. I attend chapter meetings when
possible to keep myself abreast of FFLIC’s work and possible campaigns members can
support and get involved with. I have been preparing food for FFLIC meetings, fundraisers,
and trainings for several years and through the support I have received from FFLIC, today
I have my own catering business that was born out of my struggle.
The struggle continues and FFLIC support has never been greater.

Our Board and Staff
FFLIC believes in action and involving parents in each and every step of the processes
that involve and affect their children's lives, honoring the struggle of those most impacted.
This principle has naturally led our staff and board to look like it does.

2016 Staff

FFLIC’s board is made up of people who are directly or indirectly affected by the issues
we fight against. One is a formally incarcerated adult, one is a formally incarcerated youth,
one has a child that is formally incarcerated, and seven out of eight board members are
people of color. The majority of FFLIC's staff were born and raised in Louisiana, two are
formerly incarcerated, and all have family members who have children that are or have
been targeted by the juvenile justice system.

2016 Board of Directors

Gina B. Womack
Executive
Director

Sonji Hart
Deputy Director

Chandra Grayson
Statewide
Community Organizer

Candace Chambliss, Esq., Outgoing Board Chair
James Bell, Esq., Treasurer
Norris Henderson, Secretary
William Rodriguez, M.S., J.D.
Tanda Armstrong
Robin Templeton
Lionel Coleman

Donelle Cormier
Lafayette Community
Organizer

Terrance Watson

Maria Victoire
New Orleans
Community Liaison

Melaney Batiste
Development/
Communications
Coordinator

Antonio Travis
Youth Organizer

St. Patrick Williams
Lake Charles
Community Organizer

Sonia Coleman
Shreveport
Community Organizer

Our Finances 2014*

Our Funders and Donors

*2015 financials are currently under audit and were not available at the time this report was published.

WHERE ?

Program
Services

DOES OUR MONEY GO

$178,931
Management
and General
Operations

$56,012
Fundraising

$13,494

FFLIC, our families and our members want to say a big “Thank You!” to all of our
funders and donors who have supported our work over the past 15 years. Without
your support, FFLIC would have not been able to assist the hundreds of parents
and children who have sought the support of an organization like FFLIC, the only
statewide organization whose sole mission is to empower parents of incarcerated
youth in Louisiana.
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B. Rapp & Associates
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Benjamin Anderson
Bernard Blair, Esq.
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Bonnie Schmidt
Brenda Napolitano
Brooke Smith
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Calvin Johnson
Campaign for Youth Justice
Carol Runnels
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Carvin Consulting

Our Donors (continued)
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Diana Gray
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Elizabeth Ryan
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Essendant Charitable Foundation
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Fairhope Unitarian Fellowship
Fatima Shaik
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Fidelty Charitable Gift Fund
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Five Star Investments, LLC
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Frank Holthaus
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Gale Murphy
Geoffrey Dalwin
Gershon Cohen
Gina B. Womack
Girija Sundar
Gladys Kindred
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GPS, LLC
Grace Barry
Greater New Orleans Foundation
Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy
Gulf Coast Housing Partnership
Gwendolyn Thompson
Harry Jenkins
Heather Ansert
Heather Hall
Heidi Lee Sinclair
Helene Bennett-Grey
House of Prayer Church
Hubbard and Tennyson
Huiet V. Joseph
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Iris Biblowitz
J.A. Wolpert
Jacques Morial
James Harper
James R. Bell
Jan Soeten
Jane Wholey
Jean Weinberg
Jennifer Coco
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Jerell Rogers
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Jerry Hardt
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Jessica Sandoval
Jessica Wheeler
Jessica Womack
Jewish Endowment Foundation
Jewish Funds for Justice
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Jones Family
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Juvenile Justice Project of LA
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Kevin Ryan
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Koakaia D. Coates
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Lauren Anderson
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Lillian Tillman
Linda J. Reeves
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Lionel Coleman
Lisa B. Cox
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Lorenzi & Barnatt, LLP
Louisiana Center for Children's
Rights
Loyola University of New
Orleans
Lydia Coco Scales
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Lynn Buggage
M. Gabriella Celeste
M. Henry
M. Jon Posner
M. Segal
Maggie Lear
Maggie Maag
Maggie Yates
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Maria Victoire
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Mark and Candace Thompson
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Mark Munger
Mark Soler
Mary Jane Craver
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Maryann Donovan
Marylo Freiberg
Mateal Lawhorn
Matthew Eitelberg
Matthew Triche
Max Oeschger
Meg Fidler
Megan Faunce
Melanie Bush
Melissa Harris-Perry
Melissa Sawyer
Merry Tucker
Michael Adekunle
Michael Grey
Michael Smith
Michael Wood
Mindy Airhart
Minh Nguyen
Mobile Tax, LLC
Mylinda Elliott
N. Gregory Smith
New Orleans Community Printshop
Nadine Batya
Namita Chad
Nancy and Barry Levy
Nancy Heitzeg
Nash Molpus
Natalia Ventsko
National Economic and Social
Rights Initiative (NESRI)
Nell Bernstein
New Beginnings Christian Center
Oliver Thomas
Ophelia Williams
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Patricia R. Hightower
Paul Bechtner Foundation
PIP US Human Rights
Priscilla Caputo
Promise of Justice Initiative
Puentes New Orleans
Rachel E. Lee
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Randy Roach - Mayor
Reginald A. Bresette, III

Renee Corrigan
Reshonda Thompson
Richard Balzer
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Sabrina Davis
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Scott Cooper
SEIU Local 21LA
Sharon Broome
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Shywanda T. Singleton
Silence is Violence
Silicon Valley Community
Foundation
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SOCM Resource Project
Sonji Hart
Southern Poverty Law Center, Inc.
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Stacy Delaneuville
Stacy Peckham
Statewide Organizing for
Community Empowerment
Spawlak
Steven Jackson
Steven Reisig
Strategic Expansion and Trainings
Sue Simon
Surgical Associates, LLC
Susan Sakash
Susanna Martin
Tanda Armstrong
Tavis Smiley
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Teresa C. Baker
The First Unitarian Church of
New Orleans
The Cleveland Foundation
The Cochran Firm - Louisiana, LLC
The Community Foundation
The Council of State Governments
The Greater New Orleans
Foundation
The Pittsburgh Foundation
Theodore Hilton
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Tracy Evans
Transoceanic Trading and
Development Company
Tyrone Boucher

Umoja Committee
Unitarian Universalist Area Church
at First Parish in Sherborn
Unite Here Local
United Way of Southwest Louisiana
Urban Strategies
Ursula Price
Valencia Thomas
Valerie Branch
Vera Billy Triplett
Vicki Judice
Virginia Besthoff
Volunteers for Youth Justice
Volunteers of America
Walidah Imarisha
Wal-Mart Foundation
Walter M. Sanchez
Walter Milton
Walter Moody
Walterine French
Wesley Ware
Wheelock College
William Harrell
William Harris
William Quigley
William Rodriguez
Wood Resources
Youth Empowerment Project
Yvette Henry
Zachary Norris

Families and Friends of Louisiana's Incarcerated Children
1307 Oretha Castle Haley Boulevard, Suite 303
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
phone: (504) 708-8376
long distance: (855) 50-FFLIC
fax: (985) 902-5003
www.fflic.org

